
Premium VR 
Entertainment

Arena

xrvrcade.com



Premium-Quality 
Headsets and 

Immersion Suits

Onsite Game 
Master(s)



Arena Events Require Min 20ft x 20ft. 4 Players in a 
Shared 1:1 VR Environment. PvE/PvP Available

Recommended Age: 7+

 10+ Games Available



Arena Events 
Starting At 

$150/hr

803-899-0601 or 
xrvrevents@gmail.com

20ft x 20ft Space 
Required

14 Games



PvE



30 Minute 
Adventures

2 Players
$60/each

3+ Players
$50/each

2 Players
$65/each

3+ Players
$55/each



VEX Corp urgently needs
your help to thwart the evil 

Lord Grave's plans once 
again. Intelligence reports

suggest that he has 
established a secret mine 
hidden deep beneath his 

manor, and
it's up to you and your team 

to put an end to his 
nefarious activities.

Game Length: 30 Minutes
Players: 2 - 4



Gather your team and brace yourself for an intense,
adrenaline-pumping adventure in a zombie-infested manor owned by the

enigmatic Lord Grave. As you navigate through the manor, you'll come 
across elevators that can take you to unknown destinations. Choose your 

paths wisely, as each elevator may lead to a different outcome.

Game Length: 30 min
Players: 2 - 4



It's been three days since the 
base went silent, and it's up to 

you and your team to
investigate. Explore the 

spatio-greenhouses, navigate 
the scientific base, and solve

challenging puzzles that 
impede your progress. As you 

unravel mysteries you'll
encounter new friends, 

uncover secrets, and face 
unexpected challenges.

Game Length: 30 Minutes
Players: 2 - 4



Step into the shoes of a 
seasoned adventurer to 

explore an old temple. Where 
will you go? To the SKY 

Temple, high in the clouds? Or 
to the FIRE temple deep inside 

a volcano? Avoid traps, 
escape a maze and uncover 

this ancient civilization’s fate.
The challenge won’t be easy 
but if you succeed, bountiful 

treasures await you!

Game Length: 30 min
Players: 2 - 4



15 Minute 
Journeys

1-2 Players
$30/each

3+ Players
$25/each

2 Players
$35/each

3+ Players
$30/each



In the first chapter of 
MISSION Z II, you and your 

team descend into the 
hidden mine beneath Lord 
Grave's manor. Armed with 

your blaster and 
accompanied by

your friends, you’ll carefully 
navigate through the dark 

and foreboding tunnels,
encountering enemies and 

puzzles along the way.

Game Length: 15 Minutes
Players: 2 - 4



In the second chapter of 
MISSION Z II, after 

successfully navigating 
through the treacherous 
mine, you and your team 

embark on a thrilling train 
ride deeper into the 

unknown. Your mission is to 
escort a powerful bomb that 
can finally shut down Lord 

Grave's operations once and 
for all.

Game Length: 15 Minutes
Players: 2 - 4



Time is running out, will you be able to escape the cemetery while getting
surrounded by hordes of zombies coming after you? Use the environment 

to your advantage and escape this nightmare!

Game Length: 15 min
Players: 1 - 4



Do you know Lord Grave's 
manor like the back of your 
hand? How about when the 

lights are turned off? In DARK 
Z, explore a zombie-infested 

crypt and survive a hair 
raising experience in 
complete darkness.

Game Length: 15 min
Players: 1 - 4



Join forces with your friends 
and defend the lava temple 

against all odds! Work
together to aim for the sky 

monoliths and collect 
precious gems. With a variety 
of exciting mini-games, you'll 
be challenged to showcase 
your speed, accuracy, and

coordination. Whether you're 
navigating treacherous 

obstacles or engaging in 
exciting challenges, there's 

never a dull moment!

Game Length: 15 min
Players: 2 - 4



Your help is urgently needed 
on the moon to unravel the 

challenges that have
arisen. VEX Corp is counting 
on you to work together with 
your team and overcome the 
obstacles that unfold before 

your eyes.

Navigate through the lunar 
base, solve puzzles, and 

uncover the truth behind the
mysterious events. Time is 

running out, and the fate of 
the base rests in your hands.

Game Length: 15 Minutes
Players: 2 - 4



Escape a hacked train and 
chase the elusive Dr. 

Montgomery. As Agents, 
players must explore the 
entire train and carefully 

examine each clue left behind 
by the doctor. They must then 

combine objects and use 
their problem solving skills to
get the train up and running 

again.

Game Length: 15 Minutes
Players: 2 - 4



10 Minute
Side-Quests

1-2 Players
$25/each

3+ Players
$20/each

1-2 Players
$30/each

3+ Players
$25/each



Enter a virtual kitchen where you and your fellow chefs face the challenge 
of tons of hungry customers. Assign tasks, work together, and flip as many 

burgers as you physically can. 

Game Length: 10 Minutes
Players: 2 - 4



You and your squad of heroic digital 
warriors try to eradicate the virus 
that has taken over your system. A 
fast paced futuristic shooter with 

dynamic gameplay elements. Dodge 
laser, bullets, firewalls, all this whilst 

trying to destroy the enemy with your 
dual wielded laser guns.

Game Length: 10 minutes
Players: 1 - 4



Orcs, goblins and a 
menacing dragon are out to 
destroy the sacred tree! You 

and your band of heroes 
have been called upon to 
stop this evil and bring 

peace to the fairy realm. A 
dangerous mission that 

might overwhelm even the 
most seasoned adventurer.

Game Length: 10 Minutes
Players: 1 - 4



The apocalypse is here! You and your friends make a last stand to defend 
against the undead. You get 30 seconds to prepare your defences & pick 
your weapons before the zombie attack; 5 waves of increasingly deadly 

enemies. Do you have what it takes?

Game Length: 10 minutes
Players: 1 - 4



5 Minute
Showdowns

2 Players
$10/each

3+ Players
$5/each

2 Players
$15/each

3+ Players
$10/each



Game Length: ~ 6 minutes
Players: 2 - 4

You’ve entered the Egyptian 
Underworld and the residents 

want you gone!

Hold off increasingly difficult 
waves of enemies with friends. 
Don’t let the team wipe or its 

GAME OVER!



PvP



The vault has been 
broken open, a robbery 

is in progress! Pick a 
side and use elevators, 

crawl spaces and 
buttons to win!

Game Length: ~ 6 minutes
Players: 2 - 4



Versus is a retro-futuristic VR 
laser tag game. Get ready for 

epic team battles with your V99 
blasters and shield in this 

action-packed 8-map shooter

Game Length: ~ 6 minutes
Players: 2 - 4



Get shrunk to toy size in this 
innovative and family-friendly 

shooter. Each player must defend 
their own tower.

Game Length: ~ 6 minutes
Players: 2 - 4



Events Available Across the 
Southeast

Arena | $150/hr
Trailer | $250/hr 

Headset | $70/hr For Events: 803-899-0601
xrvrevents@gmail.com

xrvrcade.com


